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PRISON YARD --"  ome, 
Quiet after ihe'-hera ,o 
shooting cro  
DORCHESTER,N.B. CP - 
Th i r teen pr isoners ;  
v~tmded uring a shooting 
incident at the federal 
maximum security prison 
late Sunday, have been 
treated and returned to their 
cells and a nine-hour protest 
of the shooting has subsided 
a prison official said 
Monday. , .' :~'~ 
Assistsnt director Tom 
Epp said in an lntsrviaw 
Monday that 23 prisonera 
had refused to return to 
their cells after the 13 were 
while most of the prison's 
population were in the 
exercise yard. 
The prisoners were upset 
about he use of firearms_to 
break up the fight, Epp said. 
He said several shotgun 
blasts were fired from an 
position around the exercise 
'area where the fight took 
place.. The shots were fired 
from more than 50 yards 
away, be said. 
Epp said he was not aware 
any correction officers 
being on the ground near the 
fight when the shots were 
fired. Guards who have 
direct contact with 
prisoners are not armed. 
He said two prisoners 
involved in the fight which 
sparked the incident were 
among the 13 injured. Both 
have been returned to their 
regular cells and no 
disciplinary action has been 
taken against them, he said. 
He would not say how 
many prison personnel fired 
the shots, ~;hether warning 
shots were fired of what the 
requiredprocedure is for 
the use of  firearms in the 
penitentiary. 
The protesting prisoners- 
most of them wearing 
shortsleeved shirts-gave up 
their chilly vigil in the 
exercise yard after prison 
authorities promised in- 
wsstigatioas of the incident 
~ by the  penitentiary 
d&viee and the RCMP. 
St. G.L. Munrce of the 
RCMP in nearby Saekville, 
N.B., said Monday that two 
police investigators, would 
he assigned to the Job today. 
Manree, who was at the 
prison as an observer for 
most of the protest, said 
prisoners were quiet and 
well-behaved uring the 
protest. 
Epp said most of 
protesters sat ~n small 
groups or moved around to 
• keep warm. 
Epp would not ' c~ent  
when asked ff dt~eiplinary 
action had been taken 
against any penitentiary 
personnel or ff any of the 
prison's staff had been 
suspended or reassigned 
pending the outcome of the 
investigations. 
• Theprmoncurrently holds 
38 prisoners. 
Epp said some prisoners 
are not allowed in the 
exercise yard with the 
others usually choose not to 
exercise. He said all the 
prisoners who we~.. in  the 
yard when .the sheoung took 
place atayed for the protest, 
except,the injured.~ " ' 
Labor attacks 
gov,t, industry 
.... :union leaders marked Mrs.:  Ha~On,  ...... the 
Labor Day by criticizing speaker Monday at the 
governments and industry, luncheon for labor leaders 
Joe Morris, ~esident of at the  Canadian National 
~anndian Labor Congress, Exhibition in Toronto, said 
said governments are in- partof the attack has taken 
different o unemployment:, the form of anti-labor 
Morris'saidMonday it is legislation, including 
the responsibility of feaeral wage controls. 
organized labor to ,'awaken Wage lnerenses are being 
Canadians to the human held to four or five percent 
consequences of this human annually, she said, while the 
cancer." consumer price index is 
He said the CLC will tell rising at an annual rate 
the public of the personal approaching 10 percent. 
hardships L'esulflng from the Unions must rafute claims 
lack of jobs. that Canadian labor• is 
G r a e e H a r t m a n, pricing itself out of world 
president of the Canadian' markets and that Canada 
Union of Public Employees, has the worst strike record 
said politicians and business of any developed country, 
leaders have attacked Mrs. Hartmun said. 
organized labor in an at- Canada rates sixth in 
tempt• to discourage incidence of strikes, aha 
workers from joining said. 
unions. "The fact is that strikes 
last longer in Canada and 
that should be a message for 
government," she said. 
"From the beginning of 
this year to the end of April, 
time lost because of 
unemployment was 70 times 
greater than lest time due to 
strikes." 
A.I. Stewart, president of 
the Public Service Alliance, 
said union members can 
expect many gains won in 
e past to come under 
attack in the coming 
months. 
In his message to alliance 
members, all of whom are 
federal government em- 
ployees, Stewart said they 
will have to fight to retain 
benefits such as the em- 
ployees' pension plan, which 
rises aut6maticslly with the 
cast of living. 
Wage controls and the 
federal government's  
tendency to hire private 
firms tO perform jobs which 
could he done by publle 
employees also threaten 
union members, Stewart 
said. 
Gerard Dooquier, national 
director for Canada of the 
United Steelworkers of 
America, said the 
economics pf survival must 
continue to occupy the 
thinking of trade tmionists. 
"As steelworkers we have 
seen first-hand the un- 
fairness of the anti-inflation 
board as it digs deep into 
Canadian payelieques tothe 
extent of over $340 million 
by mid-February of this 
year," he said. 
"It may well take over $1 
billion out of the pockets of 
working people before it 
finally disappears." 
Midair 
collision 
injures 
pilot 
Ed Morris, 26, a local 
l~gger, is in stable condition 
in Mills Memorial Hospital 
after the glider he was 
flying was involved in a 
collision with another glider 
flown by CUt. Randy Cur- 
tain, 21 of the local' RCMP 
detachment. The gliders 
collided at about 800 feet 
above ground' level, said 
Curtain, after one glider, 
climbing in an updraft, 
struck the other from below. 
Curtain said he and 
Morris each have about 30 
hours of flying time in 
gliders launched from an 
observation point about 
3,000 feet above ground level 
from Thornhill Mountain. 
Curtain said after the 
collision that both gliders 
were damaged but still 
flying. He said Morris' 
glider lost altitude by 
making several 360 degree 
turns, finally striking a rock 
ledge on the mountain. 
Okanagan Helicopters 
and Search and Rescue 
aircraft were called in to lift 
Morris from the site. 
• abom 
the way to work. Part of his route takes him over the 
. FREE RIDE TO BOSTON 
Local runners finish near :top 
A local runner will get an runners under 21 Max 
all-expense paid trip to the MacDonald, an employee of 
Boston marathon race next 'vnt,:m Ward hm'~ fhqlehati 
MaY after winning the 
Pr ince  George to 
Boston marathon, a 19-mile 
race through streets of the 
hub city this weekend. 
Rick Hanna, 31, a physical 
education teacher in 
Stewart won the event with 
a record time of one hour, 41 
minutes and two seconds,' 
beating 108 runners from as 
far away as Vancouver and 
Calgary. A city radio 
station, CKPG and the 
Prince George Track and 
Field Club will send him on 
the all-expense paid trip to 
compete in the 26-mile 
marathon there. 
Terrace runners also did RICK HANNA 
well in the event placing 
third in both junior and the nine-mile course in  
senior races. Local sign- 58:41. 
painter Trevor Whitaker, 22, Competitors in the Prince 
who started the 10-member George marathon are 
Skeena Valley Athletic Club among the best in the 
for runners last May, continent, judging by the 
finished third in the senior results two years ago when 
event, with a time of 1:47:38. Bill Howard of Vancouver, 
In the junior event, for winner of the Prince George 
i 
marathon took fourth place 
• against 4,000 runners in the 
Boston marathon, says 
Whitaker. Howard .also 
competed for Canada in the 
Montreal Olympics. 
Trevor, ready to start 
training for the B.C. 
championships in Van- 
conner this fall, says he and 
Rick were ruuningfrom 60 to 
90 miles a week to get ready 
for the Prince George race. 
The fastest runner in the 
race was running at therate 
of one one mile every five 
minutes, 50 seconds, he 
figures, and his pace 
average one mile every six 
minutes. 
"The whole town turned 
out for the race,"•Trevor, 
"and people and  won- 
,derful." He didn't take up 
the frequent offers of drinks 
of water and slices of 
oranges, he said, because he 
really wanted the free trip to 
Boston. After the race, he 
couldn't even down the free 
beer  offered a l l  108 
finishers, though he was 
very thirsty. 
NEW PR 0 GRAMS 
Just about anybody cam 
start training for long. 
distance running, says: 
Trevor. His groups practice. 
at. 10 a.m. at the Skeenm 
High School track and on. 
Wednesday nights when, 
they do exercises. Most of, 
the members run every day. 
"As you get older, you get 
stronger, physically and 
mentally," he says. "Rick 
is 31 and ha's just getting to 
his peak, after over 10 years 
of training. 
Trevor says he normally 
runs about 10 miles a day, 
even when he's not in 
training. "After a while it's 
just like walking, or going 
for a drive. I like to take 
different routes so I can 
enjoy the scenery." I 
Since its formation, the 
club has staged one major 
event: a four-mile run along 
trail that climbs 1,300 feet 
up Terrace Mountain. 
About 20 people turned 'up 
for the race, held July 31 in 
conjunction with Terrace's 
50th  ann iversary  
celebrations. 
25th year for CBC 
TORONTO CP: CBC with many broadcasts a 13-week run On most CBC- • will include 
Television marks its 25th bounced off he Anlksatelite, TV stations, and the cor- 
anniversary this week with and CBC stations carry poration hopes it will 
a four day promotional nd more than 100 hours o f  become'as popular as King. 
publicity spread to in- broadcasts a week. Only a of Kensington, on Sundays. 
treduce its fall programs, few early morning, mid- And a new kind of variety 
Itwas onSept. 6,1952, that day, supper-time and show, The Canadian Ex- 
he corporation's first weekend hours are devoted press, promises to tap talent 
televistion station CBFT to local programs, from coast to coast. CBC- 
went on the air in Montreal. Jack Craine, program- TV variety head Jack 
McAndrew describes it as ming director, announced 
an assition'al half-hour of 
Canadian programming will 
displace 30 minutes of U.S. 
shows this eason, and within 
a few years, CBC-TV 
English network programs 
will be 5 percent Canadian. 
' Rene Simard, 16-year-old. 
idol of Quebee'e teen-age 
set, will launch a 26-week 
half-hour variety show on 
the full English network 
Sept.27. 
A new situation comedy 
show, Custard Pie, will have 
an all-Canadian travelling 
road show. 
John Hirsch, head of CBC- 
TV drama who is leaving 
the network in Febuary 
after fur years, says the 
1977-75 season is the cor- 
poration's most ambitious. 
Some of the returning 
shows from the drama 
depar tment  include 
Sidesireet and The Beach- 
combers, the latter for its 
sixth season. 
Major 90 minute dramas 
Two days later CBLT began 
broadcasting here. 
Initially, the CBC 
broadcast black-and-white 
pictures and sound for only 
18 hours a week, and ex- 
changed programs between 
the two stations by means of 
kinescope recordings. 
There were and estimated 
146,000 TV sets in Canada, 
all tuned to U.S. stations. 
Now the network extends 
from coast to coast and into 
the North, linked by 
microwave transmitters 
Donald 
Sutherland in Bethune, 
Susan Clark in Hedda 
Gebler, Kate Reidas Nellie 
McClung and Len Cariou 
and Claude Jutra in The 
Wolf. 
Peter Gzowski returns 
with 90 Minutes Live on Sept 
26, again following The 
National newcast five nights 
a week. 
Weather 
Tuesday Hi.18 
Low-10 
A little bit warmer than 
Monday. Maybe some 
sunny periods in the 
afternoon. 
pages 
Body recovered 
STEWART, B.C. CP - RCMP Sunday recovered the 
body of an Alaska man who died Aug. 12 when the car he 
was driving plunged into the Bear River near the nor- 
thwest British Columbia community. 
Police Identified the body as Murray Cronln, 54, of 
vder, Alaska. • 
e car was recovered from'the river three days after 
the body was missing until Sunday. 
Man killed 
• BURNS LAKE, B.C. CP - Tony 1V~dam, 31, of Burns 
Lake was killed Sunday and a driver from nearby En- 
dako was charged with criminal negligence causing 
death following s traffic accident near this community 
130 miles west of Prince George. 
RCMP say they were checking acar beside Highway 16 
when another car slammed into the stopped vehicle. 
Madam, driver of the stopped car, was killed and two 
other persons, including an RCMP officer, suffered 
minor injuries. 
Charged with criminal negligence causing death is 
Charles Conet. 
Fisherman drowns 
BELLA COOLA, B.C. CP- The body of Frank Hans,22, 
Bella Cools was recovered here Monday after he 
apparently fell from a fishing vessel docked at a wharf in 
thin coastal community 450 kilometers northwest of 
Vancouver. 
RCMP say the accident occurred in the early morning 
hours and an inquiry has been Ordered. 
Bear mauls boy 
: :~M0~{)N~ ' ~t i s  Craig, 13:~'of Edirionton is 
recovering inhospital after being mauled by a bear in the 
Smoky Lake district, 100 miles north of Edmonton. 
The boy was running down a road Saturday when the 
bear chased him, an RCMP official said. Curtis climbed 
a tree, followed by the bear.  " • 
The spokesman said doctors used nearly 200 stitches to 
dine his wounds and the boy was transferred to 
University Hospital in Edmonton. 
After the attack, Curtis Jumped from the tree, and lay .... 
down in the bush about 150 yards away. 
RCMP and wild life officials were unable to find the 
animal. : 
Kidnappers want 
$200,000 
SHERBROOKE CP-A message offering $200,000 for the : 
safe return of kidnapped credit union employee Charles : 
Marion was broadcast on a television station here 
Monday. 
The Cainse Populaire de Sherbrooke Est has asked the 
kidnappers to send a note with Marion's signature 
written seven times as proof be is still alive. The five- 
minute broadcast, first aired Sunday, is to be repeated if 
no communication is received from the kidnappers. 
The broadcast aid the payment would "conform to the 
particular terms of the suggested code" outlined in 
earlier ansom notes. The kidnappers had demanded $1 
million for the return of Marion, abducted by two masked 
men Aug. 6. 
• A note received at the credit union Friday broke a 22- 
day silence in the case. Police would not divulge the 
contents of the note. They said a second note received 
about the same time was considered a hoax. 
Payment of the ransom would be made through two 
intermediaries, apparently named by the abductors in 
their latest note. 
But one of the two suggested intermediaries is 
physically unable to take part, the television message 
said. The kidnappers were asked to name another go- 
between. 
Look in own back yards 
.TORONTO CP - Max Yalden, Canada's new official 
languages commissioner, says English-speaking 
provinces should look at their own record of language: 
Quebec for its language policy. 
Yalden, speaking Sunday on radio station CFRB's 
program Let's Discuss It, said that for the last 110 
years Quebec has been the only province to offer fully 
bilingual government services. 
"Our own English Canada's performance in this :~ 
area has, on the whole, been bad." " " 
Yaldcn said he did have reservations about he new i : 
Quebec language l gislation, but be was not about o '  
"sit and  machinegun provincial laws." 
He wanted to wait until all the evidence as in before 
passing verdict on the new language policy. 
'Quebec is the.only province to provide completely 
bilingual services andI'd be very surprised if that  
changed..." 
Elvis diabetic 
MEMPHIS AP-Elvis Presley suffered from a "low 
grade" form of diabetes which was net severe nough 
to require insulin, his personal physician says 
But Dr. George Nichopoulos astd Proslev's dl~het~ 
was controlled by diet although the entertainer =
sometimes failed to stick to it. 
pr~ichopoulos said Wednesday that he and Vernon 
stey, the entertainer's father, will disclose results :
of an autopsy on Presley's body early next week. 
!,11 
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, ISLAMBAD AP-Depesed 
"~: Prime Minister Zulifikat All 
Bhutto, already jatled in one 
,::=.poliUeal m~der,.has, been 
":" ~ccusea ot oraermg a 
second, Pakistani federal 
investigators said Monday~ 
Meanwhile 
*o  
through is lawyers accused 
the military government of
making the charges for monthsin jail on a contempt 
political reasons, spiracy and abetting in the of court charge. Malunood 
Investigators aid five shooting death of the father In a bail plea presented by Since the coup, political is one of the police offletals 
suspects in the second According to the in- of opposition legislator Ah. Bhutto's lawyers at a opponents have accused allegedly involved in/the 
killing-four police officers vestigators, the suspects reed Raza Kasuri. hearing Monday, the former Bhutto of various offenses Kasuri case. 
andan alleged assassin they said Bhutto ordered the 
were accused of hiring- have ' 
I 
AS LEADF  OFPAKISTAN 
Bhutto aCCUoSed OfaO, rdering a seCO rd murder 
o  Aluned was g _ .  the ne ce officials anegedly prime m" use he during his S½ year re,me, 
lfikat li in a clinic at Dera unazi Bangladesh. involved in that slaytng are military regime, which including corruption and the 
[ in Khan in sounthern Punjab It was net known whether reported to have said Bhutto ousted him from office July establishment of camps 
has  province, formal charges would .be ordered Kasuri murdered. 5, of "vindictiveness" in where political prisoners 
ering  The investigators said the files against the ousted but that he escaped and his filing the charges, were tortured. 
f l order was transmitted prime minister in the Ah- father was killed. Bhutto is He said that there was no The Lahore high court 
 through Ghulam Mastafa reed case. . in policy custody in Lahore, evidence against him and Monday sentenced Masood 
Bhutton Khar, Punjab governor at Bhutto was arrested in central Pakistan. A bail that the military wanted to Mahmood, director, of. the 
the time. They said they Saturday in the southern proceeding is not expected frustrate the ef!orts of his 40,000 man federal security 
intend,to arrest Khar, who . port of Karaehi on charges to be completed until at Pakistan People s party to force under Bhutto, to six 
later became a specml of murder, criminal con- least Saturday. No trial mount a campaign for the 
assistant to Bhutto. date has been set. national elections Oct. 18. 
killing because Ahmed had 
made a series of speoched 
blaming the prime minister 
for the loss of East Pakistan 
in the 1971 Indian-Pakistani 
war. East Pakistan became 
More honesty, 
says leader 
members should admit 
mistakes instead of boasting 
and should not lie. 
He  admitted that the 
~li.arty's prestige among 
nary people has fallen 
as a result of the political 
turmoil of recent years. He 
blamed this on the purged 
"gang of four" radicals. 
The article said it' 
"is •understandable that 
some people had to resort o 
lies when the radicals were 
riding high. 
Now, he said,lies are not 
permissible. 
Nieh said decisions hould 
he made only after full 
discussion and he attacked 
arrogant officials with 
dictatorial tendencies. 
He also said the party 
should be less dogmatic. 
'Angry' man 
shoots boys 
TORONTO CP - A 14 year 
old boy has described how 
two friends itting only feet 
away were wounded at close 
range Sunday night by man 
who later shot and killed 
himself in the city's east 
end. 
Bruce Daek said his two 
friends, Wayne Wallace 
Groves, 15, and Russell Paul 
Chico John, 14, both of 
Toronto, were with him in 
an alley near Queen Street 
East and Brcadview Avenue 
when the man came up to 
them. 
He said the man was 
"very mad" and didn't 
speak English very well. 
"He was yelling, but I am 
not sure what he was 
saying," said Deck, 
"He pulled a gun out of his 
back pocket and shot 
Wayne. Hewas o close that 
the gun was touching him. 
Then he shot him again and 
I got up and started running. 
"I didn't see him shoot 
Chico, but I heard the shots 
and I thought he was 
shooting at me because I 
was running." 
Police said the dead man, 
Andrew Bodrog, 46, of 
Toronto, a hospital orderly, 
put a handgun in his mouth 
and shot and killed himself 
when two police officers 
~apped him in a dead-end 
alley two blocks from the 
scene of the original 
shootings. 
A spokesman said both the 
injured boys were in serious 
condition in hospital. 
John was shot in the neck 
and spinal area of the upper 
back. Groves was shot in 
the left shoulder, neck and 
through the hand. 
Zoo keeper 
lives nightmare 
MIAMI AP - For 30 years 
Bill Haast ran a tourist 
attraction and he was 
comfortable about what he 
was doing. Now he lives in 
the middle of a nighlmare 
filled with self-doubt." 
"I've created amonster," 
said a shaken Haast, who 
has closed the serpetarium 
where Cookie, a one-ton 
crocodile, killed a little boy 
Saturday. 
Haast killed the crocodile 
himself early Sunday behind 
the serpetarium's locked 
doors. 
The victim, six year old 
David Marc Wasson of West 
Palm Beach, had fallen 
from a flve4oot masonry 
wall into the pit where the 12 
foot Nile crocodile lived. 
The normally sluggish 
reptile moved "like light- 
ning," said one game of- 
ricer, and grabbed the boy. 
The father, bystanders and 
Haast beat at Cookie but the 
crocodile went into its un- 
(lerwater hole with the boy 
clamped in its Jaws. 
The youngster's body 
floated to the surface after 
Cookie was jabbed in the 
eye. 
Mrs. Karen Wasson said 
Sunday that her son was a 
boy who "played with 
friends and loved animals." 
She said a medical 
examiner's report showed 
the youngster died instantly 
when crushed by the 
crocodile. 
"Thank God, there was no 
pain," Mrs. Wasson said. 
Haast, a reeonglzed ex- 
pert on snakes and venom, 
sat downSaturday night to 
write the boy's parents, but 
said he couldn't finish the 
letter. He said he went to 
bed tolling himself: 'Tli 
have to kill Cookie." 
Early Sunday, he arose 
and took from a desk drawer 
a pistol he had been given 32 
years ago by a soldier 
returning from the Second 
World War. "I never 
thought I'd have to use it," 
he said. 
Hanst fired more than 20 
shots into the crocodile. 
Haast said he wants out if 
the tourist-attract ion 
business, which he built as a 
side to his snake-serum 
laboratory, but fears he 
might be "stuck with it." 
He said killing the 
crocodile was not an act of 
revenge. 
"But what can you do with 
such an animal. You can't 
feed it, you can't show it." 
Through September 1977 
O 
From the beginning of September all provin- 
cial highways and most municipal signing will 
be converted to the metric system as quickly 
as possible. Signs designating distances in 
miles will be changed to kilometres (kin). 
Speed zones in miles-per-hour willbe changed 
to kilometres-per-hour (kin/h). New metric 
speed signs will become legal when they are 
posted. Overpass and bridge clearances will 
be signed in both feet and metres. 
WHY THE RUSH? 
This is an important part of Canada's nation- 
wide metric programme to convert all stand- 
ard measurements to the decimal system - the 
simple arithmetic method used by most coun- 
tries in the world. 
We have already become accustomed to the 
change in heat measurement from fahrenheit 
to Celsius. Weights will change from ounces to 
gram;  pounds to kilograms. Fluid measure' 
ments are already changing from pints, quarts 
and gallons to standardized litres. Distances 
will be measured inmillimetres (1/10 O0 metre); 
centimetres (1/100 metre); metres and kilo- 
metres (1000 metres). 
It has been found in other '~ountries that 
phases of metric conversion introduced "cold 
turkey" gain the quickest acceptance. Those 
of us who laboured as schoolchild~.n tocon- 
vert feet to yards to miles may ha% a little 
trouble at first, but  metric is being taught in 
our schools; it is the universal anguage of 
scientists and engineers; and, in t l~ near fu- 
ture, will see full useage in the United States. 
Let's do it now! 
DISTANCE 
One kilometre (km) is.621 of a mile.One mile is 
1.609 kilometres (kin). However, the easiest 
way to visualize a kilometre is as ~/s of a mile. 
Here's'a simple example of conversion: 
100 km x 5 _ 500 _ 62,5 miles 
8 8 
or  
100  mi les  x 8 _ 800  _ 160  km 
5 5 
/ 
HERE'S HOW DISTANCE SIGNS WILL BE CHANGED: '~ 
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SPED 
Remember, that as they are posted, new speed 
zones in kilometres-per-hour (lun/h) auto- 
matically become legal, even though they 
may not be a precise conversion from the pre- 
vious speed limit in mph. Here are some you 
should become familiar with as soon as pos- 
sible. 
: . . . . . .  . .  ~:....,,, . . . .  ,~..~o......~. ~:~i~: i~ ,~: :~ 
I l l i l  M 96 
' : '  " ] I l l / /  ::~i~'~::::t a . . . . . . . .  
~i~'..'..'~::i • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  E(~ .. . ..
SPEDOPVI~TER$ 
Most  1977 and all 1978 model ,cEs have speed- 
ometers and odometers calibrated in km/h  
and km. Some earlier model cars have speed- 
ometers with dual calibrations. If your speed- 
ometer indicates only mph, you may find this 
conversion scalehandy. Familiar speeds are in 
large type. 
• . ~. , 
On winding highways we urge extra caution 
in approaching curves with advisory speed 
signs convei'ted to km/h. These signs warn 
you what speed the curve or comer may be 
safely negotiated at. Take it slowly until you 
become thoroughly familiar with the metric 
system. 
km/h o lo  2o 3040 50607o80 90100 
I I i i  I I I iI I I I J I i i  I 
MPHo lO 20 30 40 50 60 
Always drive at the posted speed. You'll be 
surprised at holy little time you really save 
when you exceed speed limits. • 
Thin  rk  
Hereare some tips: 
I. Think (and talk) kilometre. Make it family fun 
while driving together. 
2. When taking short, familiar trips mentally con- 
vert your mileage to kilometres. Remember the  
5:8 formula. 
5. On longer trips, make sure you have a current 
by'Beautiful British Columbia" road map ~published 
Tourism British Columbia, Ministry of th, ~o- 
vincial Secretory and Travel Industry) available at 
tourist inforrhation centres. It has conversion 
tables for most destinations in the province and 
nearby. 
4. K'eep our metric folder in your vehicle. 
Overhead clearances. Both advance and facia 
signs for limited clearance overpasses will be in 
metres. Fora reasonable period of time, a sign in 
feet will appear for a short distance in advance of 
the metric signs. 
Fuel consumption. Gasoline will continue to be 
sold by the gallon until January, 1979 when they 
will commence conversion to litrcs. Kilometres 
per gallon will be used tomeasure fuelconsump 
tion until that ime 
~: .~ 
Province of Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of Highways and Public Works 
told officials that Bhutto as 
prime minister ordered the 
murder of Dr. Nadr Ahmed, 
:.~ an opposition national 
::. assemble member, in 1972. 
~: PEKING Reuter - One of 
.-':~ Chlna's most respected 
:=: soldiers, Marshal Nieh 
~i Jung-chen, said Monday the 
:-':.~ Communist party must 
ii reshape itself into a more 
honest and open 
~i organization. 
~: . Writing in the magazine 
ii Red Flag, Nieh, 78, 
v.easserted the internal 
:;: reform theme of last 
:=: month's l l th party 
i)i congress._ 
- His article, also published 
ii 
in the Peking papers, said 
party officials hould talk in 
factual, down-to-earth 
terms and stop using 
The marshal, a newly- 
elected member of the 
policy-making pol itburo, 
!i~ said the 35 million party 
j 
/, 
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ACCIDENT VICTIM REMEMBERS 
'All I know is I was hanging on to the wheel' 
impact and may have 
blacked cut momentarily. 
Davis, who was 
discharged from hospital 
later Saturday, sa id  he 
came out of the accident 
with bruises to the head and 
hip and feels "very lucky to 
be alive." 
The driver of the pickup 
truck, the bus driver and 
eight of his 23 passengers 
were killed. 
RCMP identified the dead 
as: bus driver George 
Cameron Dean of Campbell 
River, B.C.; pickup driver 
Frank Frederick Chic, 63, of 
Lantzville, B.C.; and 
passengers - Charles Nelson 
said Davis, noting that the 
driver of the pickup truck 
was not braking at the time. 
'Davis said he steered his 
buck away but was afraid of 
swerving too hard to avoid 
collision because he had Just 
passed a vehicle that was in 
the outside lane on his right. 
On impact, he said, the 
pickup sheered off the left 
front wheel of the tractoi'- 
trailer. 
"Suddenly the truck 
dropped own to the left and 
was heading across the 
highway at a 30 degree 
angle. I tried fighting the 
wheel but it was no use.., all 
I know is I was hanging onto 
the steering wheel," Davis Stanley, -38; of Margate, 
said. Fla.; Mrs. Anka Miller, 45, 
He said he remembered Roy Bront Moore, 50; and 
the bus approaching him ~ Linda May White, 24, Erie 
southbound and was hopeing Henry Kuttnick, 77, an_d. his 
he could reach the era- wife Bernice Vivian, ~,  all 
hankment before the bus of Courtenay, B.C.; 
Gwyneth Jorgenson, 69, and 
Elizabeth Scott Graham, 76, 
bothof  quslicum Beach, 
B.C. 
Autopsies and a coroner's 
were scheduled. 
No.  date for the inquest 
was set. 
The worst traffic accident 
in British Columbia claimed 
met him. 
Davis said the next thing 
he remembers clearly "is 
finding himself on top of the 
embankment covered In 
glass. His truck was a 
tangled wreck imbedded in 
the hank below him. 
"Trying to piece it 
together later on we figured 
I'must have somehow been 
thrown just as I hit the the lives of 11 people near 
bus." Pentieton on July 15, 1975. 
He said he eouldn' t  Police said they believed 
remember anything of the Saturday's accidentwas the 
INSIDE LIMIT 
Howard. Davis, the . lone 
survivor of  three vehicle 
drivers involved in a 
Vancouver Island collision 
Saturday that claimed 10 
lives, said Sunday that all he 
remembers of hitting the 
Coachiines bus is hanging 
onto the steering wheel with 
all his might. 
Davis described the 
sequence of events, as  he 
remembered them, in a 
telephone interview from 
his home in Ladysmith, just 
sOuth of Nanaimo. 
The accident left 14 in- 
red, four of them still in 
pital with serious in- 
juries, and was one of the 
worst motor vehicle ac- 
Cidents in the province's 
history. 
Davis, 20, said he was 
northbound on Island High- 
way 16, hauling a heavy 
forklift on a tractor-trailer 
unit for Cassidy 
"Sales and Serviee, d metal 
recycling firm. 
He said he was travelling 
the speed limit - 80  
kilometres an hour on the 
"four-lane stretch 15 
kilometres .north of 
Nanaimo just prior to the 
~accident a 9:46 a.m. PDT. 
"I oould see the south- 
bound pickup come from the 
outside lane to the inside 
lane and then it crossed the 
divide without stopping,', 
worst in Vancouver Island's 
history. 
The cab of the semi.trailer 
unit ended up crushed 
against the highway em- 
baakment and the pickup 
truck with its crushed left 
front, was hundreds of yards 
to the south by the high- 
way's Lantzville cutoff. 
The 41 seat Vancouver 
Island Coast Lines Ltd. bus 
lay on. its side, the front end 
sheared off. Most of the 
passengers had been thrown 
to the rood but some were- 
trapped in their seats and a 
woman was pinned on the 
ground by a section of the 
bus. 
Witnesses said doctors, 
nurses, police, firefighters' 
and rescue personnel 
worked frantically to save 
whatever lives they could. 
Nine prsons were 
pronounced dead soon after 
the accident and the bus 
driver died soon after being 
transported from the scene 
to Royal Jubilee Hospital at 
Victoria, 109 kilometres to 
the south of the accident 
seine. 
Spec ia l  hydrau l i c  
equipment was used to 
release some of the ~ctims. 
Nanaimo Regional  
Hospital put its disaster 
plan into effect immediately 
on hearing of the collision. 
Phone calls went out for 
extra exmployees and system took effect •as some others. Staff was still needed eight hours after tJ~e 
medical staff, and a "relay used their ph.ones to call calling in to ask ff help was crash. :, 
Notice I.W.A.. members 
VOTE ON YOUR NEW CONTRACT 
. .  There will be an open ballot In the I.W.A. Office for all members In good standing and on 
lay.off unable to attend sub-local meetings Sept. 7.gth and Sept. 12.14th inclusive. Between I 
p.m. and S p.m. 
.. There will be a meeting for the Nan Members in Nass Camp 7:31) p.m., Sept. 13th In the 
Rec. Hail. 
• .There will be a meeting for Twinrlver Timber Terrace on Sept. 14th, Green Room, 
Terrace Hotel. 
. .P ohio Lumber will vote Sept. 10th, 4:00 p.m., Green Room, Terrace Hotel. 
" I,W,A. VOTING Si)HEI)ULE ' 
1. L.H. & K. 
2. Eurocan Logging.Kemano 
3. Sknglund 
Sharpies 
Kltimat Valley Contracting 
Jasak logging 
Arnim Sanders Welding 
Bear Creek 
Unicorn Logging 
W. Peterson Logg!ng 
Sept. 4,77 7:30 p.m. 
Sap#. 4, 77 After supper 
Sept, 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 7, 77 7:3.0 p.m. 
Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Said'. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 8, 77 3:00.4:00 p.m. 
Sept. 8, 77 LuncMIme 
Sept. 8, 77 8:00 p.m. 
Sept. 8, 77 8:00 p.m. 
Sept. 8, 77 8:00 p.m. 
Sept. 8, 77 8:00 p.m. 
Sept. S, 77 S:00 p.m. 
Sept. 9, 77 12 noon 
Sept. !0, 77 4:00 p.m. 
Sept. 12, 77 7:31) p.m. 
Sept. 1|, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 13, 77 7:00 p.m. 
Sept. 14, 77 7:30 p.m. 
I.W.A. Office, Terrace Hotel 
Dining Room.Kemano 
Terrace Hotel, Skeena Room No.I 
Terrace Hotel, Skeeno Room No. 1:. 
Terrace Hole, Skeena Room No. I" 
Terrace Hotel, Skeenn Room No. I. 
Terrace, Hotel, Skenne Room No. 1 
Terrace Hotel, Skeeno Room No. f 
Terrace Hotel, Skeeen Room No. I: 
Terrlce Hotel, Skeena Room No. l! 
Flagrant fish violator stopped 
: KODIAK, Alsaka AP - A 
Taiwanese fishing vessel 
,has been seized in what 
United States Coast Guard 
officials say is one of the 
most flagrant fishing 
violations ince the 200-mile 
zone was instituted earlier 
this year. 
Coast Guard officials say 
as much as a third of the 400- 
ton cargo aboard the Higly 
No.  501, a 191 foot-foot 
~fishing and processing 
Lt~essel, may be illegal fish. 
~he Highly, out of Keelun~,~ 
Taiwan, was issued a 
• citation Aug. 8 for improper 
identification markings and 
again on Aug: 13 for illegal processed fish permitted 
fishing after inspections by species. 
officers from the Coast He said he never had 
Guard cutter Stores, heard of a larger amount of 
authorities said. ' illegal fish being found on a 
On Friday the ship was foriegn boat in U.S. waters. 
boarded again by the crew The Highly's permit 
of the Coast Guard. cutter ,allowed fishing mostly for 
Confidence and was seized, peHock, but the vessel's 
reaching Kodiak on Sunday holds also contained large 
night, quantities of halibut, 
salmon, squid and 
Cmdr. Terry Montonye, ar rowtooth  l founder ,  
commander of the Con1 Montonye said. 
fidence, said sb tons o~ " . 
; '~al~fis~ ~]t'eady:had.bee~ ~.~ • Authorities aid the case 
counted, much of • it was being turned over to me 
processed and stored with U.S. attorney's Office in 
processed and stored with Anchorage. 
Penalties could range as 
high as forfeiture of the 
vessel and cargo, plus fines 
of $25,000 for each offense. 
In ~iddition, the captain 
could face criminal charges 
carrying • a maximum 
penalty of. $50,000 and six 
months in prison. 
4. Can.col Kltwanga 
Kltwange Lumber 
S. C.Z. (Kitlmat) 
Roy Sounders Hauling " 
Eurocen Logging Division 
Karpal Contracting 
Cam Contracting 
.& Coast Sort (Twlnriver) Prince Rupert 
'7. Can.col (Pohle) 
S. Bruce Parker 
Hazelten Reload 
9. Nan Camp 
Twinrlver Timber.Terrace 
BROTHER ~JURED l JS 
Skipper claims h rassment " 
SEATTLE,Wash. AP -A" fishing in Canadain waters, prior to the boarding but 
The fishboot and thepatrol damage was minor. 
boat Laurier colided during , RCMP Sgt. Ed Kokuska 
the arrest attempt. 
They said a fisheries 
officer who hoarded the 
vessel to make the arrest 
had he taken off after the 
Lucky Star moved into U. S. 
waters. 
"I couldn't have fled 
anywhere," Dully said. 
"My net was in the water." 
Duffy said he will file a 
claim against he Canadian 
government to cover $1,800 
in damages to his boat. He 
said crewman Richard 
Duffy, his brother, also will 
• seek damages for injuries 
when he. fell against the 
anchor whineh during the 
collision. 
Lucky Star and three other 
U.S. boots were fishing off 
Neah Bay, Wash., 8 
kilometres west of Victoria, 
when the incident occurred, 
said Dully. 
Canadian authorities said 
the Lucky Star was fishing 
on the Canadian side of the 
line when the. Laurier ap- 
prooched. 
They said Butch Mayo, 
Laurier quartermaster, 
boarded the fisbboat to 
arrest he skipper and order 
his ship to Canadian port. 
Both boats collided just 
said Duffy refused arrest 
and fled back to U. S. 
waters. 
A fisheries spokesamn 
said Mayo was still aboard 
and when the fishboat 
crossed the border. 
They decided to quit the 
chase and sent out a lifeboat 
to pick up their officer. 
They flshboat wouldn't stot5 
and Mayo was forced to 
jump while both boats were 
.moving.' 
Daffy said he believes the 
Canadian vessel dicovered 
it was in U.S. waters and 
retreated without additional 
attempts o make the arrest. 
He said the four U.S. boats 
continued fishing in the area 
for the remai~ng ofthe day. 
Iver Jones, a skipper on 
one of the other flshboats, 
said their position was 
established by radio and 
was well within U.S. waters. 
Jones said he reported the 
incident to the U.S. Coast 
Guard at Noah Bay 
"while it was in progress. 
The Coast Guard contacted 
the Canadian patrol boat 
and was told the arrest 
attempt was "was only a 
warning," Jones said. 
, • . , .  
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United States fishboat 
.skipper, whom Canadian 
fisheries authorities wanted 
to question in connection 
with the abduction of one of 
their officers last Wed- 
nesday, claims he was 
harrassed by Canadian 
fisheries during the in- 
cident. 
James  Daffy oL Mount 
Vernon, Wash., skipper, of 
the purse.seine v ssel Lucky 
Star, denied he was fishing 
in Canadian waters last 
week or that he fled the area 
to avoid capture. 
Fisheries authorities aid 
they attempted toarrest he 
skipper of the LuckY Star for 
Firemen 
"lose 
weight 
~:~ ROME, Ga AP - What has 
236 legs, puts out fires and 
weights 1,000 pounds less 
than it did eight months ago. 
, The 118 members of the 
Rome Fire Department. 
, Fire chief Raymcnd.. 
Smith put his department on 
a diet last January ,after 
finding that many of his men 
had problems associated 
with high blood pressure. 
."Everyone involved in the 
program is pleased with the 
results," Smith said Sun- 
day. "Some of the men are 
even engaged in friendly 
wagering to see who can 
reach a certain goal first," 
Smith said one fireman 
lost 48 pounds, while many 
others have shed betwee n 10 
and 40 pounds. 
He said the weight loss 
has made his men better 
flreflghters. 
"We are now able to go the 
'extra mile' without 
overUring," the chief said. 
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GORDON i ANDERSON Lid, 
635-6575 4606 Lazelle 
Store Hours Tues..Sat.  9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. F r iday  9 a .m. .9  p .m.  
Lunchroom :" 
Lunchroom 
Skoglund Hotsprings .~ 
Skoglund Hotsprlngs :: 
Skoglund Holsprings ": 
Sknglund Hoteprlngs 
Skoglund Hctsprings :~ 
Booming Grounds 
Terrace Hotel-Green Room :: 
BulkleY Volley Motel 
B~lkley Valley Motel ;. 
RoD. Hall Haas Camp 
Terrace Hotel Green Room 
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School's in 
Summer is over and the kids are at last out of 
• their parents hair for most of the next 10 months. 
.,-,.,:-: Mothers can nosy collapse at the kitchen table 
"7":m relief over a cup of coffee after the first 
-~  morning's chaotic rush to get them out the door 
~'~--"and off to school. 
At least it was a great summer. It was hot 
! ; enough to send the kids out-of-doors to play with 
their friends and that, for Terrace, was 
.. Something. 
.-"~ Teachers may find the first few days as 
! :.~.haotic as the parents. The children are still in 
"~.'the holiday spirit and it will be an never ending 
~"~hore to put them in the work habit. 
A few youngsters won't like their teachers for 
awhile. They will be told to do something they 
don't want to do and there is nothing worse than 
that for some. 
Most of the students will plod along, accepting 
their duty, even though there are more exciting 
.... things to do than school work. 
:'::~;~: Then the final bell rings and before the teacher 
Y::.~Imows it the classroom is deserted and she can 
~.~--~agger to the staff room to collapse at the table 
~ d  discuss the first day with the rest of the staff. 
-~ At home the front door optms and the kids enter 
~ i th  some homework and look a little perplexed 
~.:-(o. r a moment, wondering if they go out and play 
~.~ just sit around the house. 
: ' :~ Now it's mother turn again. 
e.~. . .  
• ~,#. o .  
e~" . 
©197'~ Unl~trtal Pr im SyMicaSe 
L--  
"Hey, Harryl Look at this guy's wife." 
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Horse and rider race back home after, completing a Figure 8 in the Totem Saddle Clu's gymkhana t Lions park Sunday. 
tb 
Skeena Fall Fair better than ever 
years of operation. At least 
$1,5G0 was made by the fair 
plus an auction of displayed 
goods and the funds will go 
to prize money and building 
maintenance. 
First prize winners in the 
horticultural and livestock 
exhibits are as follows: 
Cut Flowers: Mary 
Waldbaure. 
Flower Arranging: 
Barbara Hoveland. 
Contain-grown Plants: 
Mary Waldbaure. 
Vegetables: Thora Ar- 
nold-Smith. 
Fruit: Chuck Cey. 
Canning: Mary Wald- 
baure. 
Fancy Work : Irene 
James. 
Photography: Mary 
Waldbaure. 
Overall winner: Mary 
Waldbaure. 
Overall winner in "the 
children's division: Debbie 
Godfrey. 
Owner of the pet winning, 
the most point: Margo 
Fosberry. 
Honey: Dave Cain. 
Eggs: Norma Holmberg. 
Wine: (tie) Donna Graf 
and Thora Arnold-Smith. 
Rabbits: Ed Chaplow. 
Goat: Ed Chaplow. 
Poultry: Doug Holmberg. 
Pigs: Darryl Wyatt. 
Sheep: Eugene Rafuse. 
First-prize winners in the 
Totem Saddle Club's 
gymkhana Sunday are as 
follows: • 
Keyhold: Danny Muller 
(senior) Joleen Goodwin 
((junior) and Skeena 
Falconer (little britches age 
group). 
Figure 8: Sheena 
Falconer, Kathy Barber, 
Rhona Falconer. 
Scurries: Danny Muller, 
Debbie Anderson, Sheen.a 
Falconer. 
Pole-bending: Danny 
Muller, Arlene Hamer, 
Chris Barber. 
Flagrace: Buck Barber, 
Debbie Anderson, Rhona 
Falconer. 
Barrels: Danny Muller, 
Arlene Hamer, Sheena 
Falconer. 
Ring-spearing: Buck 
Barber, Mike Barber, 
$heena Falconer. 
First.place winner in the 
Ter race  Quarter-Horse 
Club's show Saturday are as 
follows: 
Trophy for the highest 
points in the 11-and-under 
age group was won by Diane 
Parfitt on Shillelagh Victor. 
High point rophy in the 12 to 
Vegetable monsters fight it out amongest a Jungle of 
potted plant leaves In the horticultural exhibits. Mort- 
Despite soggy weather the 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
tripled its attendance over 
• last year's figures and next 
be better than ever, says 
club director Diane Wyatt. 
The fair was carried over 
two days this weekend for 
the first time and over $1,500 
saw the show. Inaddition to 
'thetraditional horticulture 
exhibits, livestock was also 
exhibited in the new barn 
butt on a Young Canada 
Works grant sponsored by 
Priee-Skeena Forest Ltd. 
Next year, the organizers 
hope to have another barn 
butt as grant money has 
already been arranged. The 
organizers also hope to sign 
a five-year contract with 
Wagner Shows to get a 
• carnival to beef up fair 
attendance. •
The two-day affair was 
bolstered by the Terrace 
boQusrter-Horse Club which 
lda show Saturday and by 
the Totem Saddle Club 
which held a gymkhana 
Sunday on the grounds in 
Lions Park. McEwan 
Motors also displayed 
severa l  recreat iona l  
vehicles and other com- 
mercial displays were 
evident in the horticultural 
building. 
District agriculturist 
Graham Johnson opened the 
fair at" noon, Saturday, 
remarking that the festival 
had grown a lot in its seven 
14 age group was won by 
Ma/'tin Forbes on Domino. 
High point trophy for the 15 
to 18 age group was awarded 
Lynetto Hehr on Gezan. 
Showmanship at halter: 
Diane Parfitt (11 and under) 
Sherry Dahl (12 to 14), 
Lynette Hehr (15 to 18). 
Western Pleasure: Karen 
• Goodwin, Alison MaKim- 
chuk, Lynette Hehr. 
Trail and Horse: Diane 
Parfitt, Martin Forbes, Kim 
Van Herdon. 
Western Riding: Karen 
Goodwin, Joleen Goodwin, 
Lynette Hehr. 
English Equitation: ' 
Diane Parfitt, Alison 
Maximchuk and Lynette 
Hehr. 
English Pleasure: (no 11 
and under entry), Alison 
Maximchuk, Lynette Hehr. 
Boot Race: Karen 
Goodwin, Debbie Dabl, (no 
15 to 18 entry). 
Costume class: (first 
place fie) Martin Forbes on 
Domino dressed as a 
mountain man and Diane 
Parfitt on Shillelagh Victor 
dressed as a bunny. 
THE DEMON OF THE TYPEOGRAPHER 
stere were created by Steveu Boullanne, left, Bonny 
BL~nk, background and Dabble Gdfrey. 
Don't blame me, it's only Etaoin Shrdlu! 
of down sleeping bags, while I~ 
agonized over every cut. Finally, he' 
punched typesetting commands into 
his new-fangled black box and 
waited for the story to come out of 
another black box in nicely justified 
columns. 
But Etaoin got in there 
somewhere, and changed the 
command setting the point size. 
What should have  come out in 
normal, nine-point ype spewed "out 
in 72-point, a headline size normally 
reserved for the second coming of 
Christ, or, in towns like Terrace, a 
• . raising of water rates. We 
decorated the newsroom in great 
ribbons of copy with letters so big 
only one or two could fit in a culum 
and there were hyphens 
everywhere. 
That's how I met Etaoin. I liked 
him right away. 
My affection increased when the 
gremlin made his second notable 
appearance more than a year later. 
At the time, I was editing a trade 
magazine for librarians. 'One of the 
articles was about the image of 
librarians ~ind devoted much space 
to the denouncing of something 
called the LOLITS syndrome. 
Librarians, said the article, may 
fall prey to the LOLITS syndrome 
any time, and great pains must be 
taken to avoid surrendering to it or 
the image of librarians and libraries 
will be forever besmirched. 
LOLITS stands for Little Old Lady 
In Tennis Shoes. Today's librarian, 
warned the article, should be ab- 
solutely terrified of being classified 
a LOLITS. 
Now that magazine was proofread 
both by the independant printing 
firm and by our staff. But Etaoin 
still managed to slip on glorious 
typographical blunder on to the 
readers. With exquisite 
marksmanship, he changed the 
second L in the acronym to a T. That 
was the last issue of that particular 
magazine. Publication was 
suspended ostensibly because 
budget cutbacks were necessary, 
but I never knew if it was really 
Etaoin that cost me my job. 
The only place I've ever worked 
where Etaoin didn't gum up the 
works somewhere was at News of 
the North, a weekly in Yellowknife, 
NWT, where they had a human 
being type the whole paper out on a 
huge mongrel of a machine made of 
parts cannibalized from every 
printing apparatus ever made. She 
just didn't make mistakes, that was 
all there was to it. Such employees 
are rare and the staff grieved when 
she left with her husband for 
Frobisher Bay. 
The Nelson Daily News, where I
once worked, has a typesetting 
system so incomparably bad that 
the matter was once raised before 
city council. In fact, it would be safe 
to say that the city of Nelson would 
be reluctant o advertise in that 
paper were it not the only daily in 
town. Reporters write ti/eir stories 
on electric typewriters with special 
typing balls that add a dotdtash code 
below each letter. The copy paper is 
fed into something that looks like a 
machine for changing dollar bills. 
The machine reads the code and 
punches the message on computer 
tape. The tape is fed into a photo- 
typesetter and the story come out in 
a long, neat column, sometimes 
bearing only an incidental resem- 
blance to the original story. 
Unfortunately, the typographical 
errors look just like typographical 
errors are supposed to. A reporter 
can't misquote somebody and blame 
it on the machine. 
Etaoin has found a most 
hospitable environment at the 
newspaper in Port Alberni, which 
seemed to be doing just fine until the 
company spent untold thousands on 
new electronic goodies. The ap- 
paratus has been dubbed FRED 
MacHine. FRED is an acronym, the 
last three letters of which stand for 
Ridiculous Electronic Device. I 
have spent as many as ten straight 
hours at one of the shiny, new 
keyboards typing a story that should 
take 30 minutes, then had FRED 
wipe it out without a trace. The 
particular story I'm thinking about, 
a 20-inch summary of the city's 1977 
budget, had to be re-writteri three 
tlmes before Etaoin got tired of 
playing with it and it still didn't 
come out right. 
But I thought I had bid Etaoin 
goodbye when I came to the Herald 
twoweeks ago where the ¢ypesetting 
equipment is of the tried and proven 
type used on hundreds of small daily 
8tu Ducklow 
Managing Editor 
Etaoin Shrdlu has struck again, 
this time with a vengeance. 
Readers of this paper .have 
already met him, though you may 
not known him by name. He's the 
demon of the typographer and he 
lurks everywhere. By the time • this 
gets into print, he may have 
demolished this very line. 
Normally, I've got no particular 
beef with the gremlin, sometimes I 
think his schemes are rather funny. 
But these are not normal times. 
Etaoin (I should know him well 
enough to call him by his first name 
by now) has been playing his pranks 
at a furious rate lately, and it 
behooves us to offer an explanation 
since we haven't been able to fix the 
newspapers. 
Instead, the curse of the 
typegrapher has  undergone a 
diabolical transmogrification. 
Etaoin Shrdlu has forsaken the spirit 
world and manifested himself as two 
bulky-photo typesetters nicknamed 
Harriet and Harold. 
Harriet and Harold are supposed 
to be able to read computer tape and 
transform the code into readable 
copy in justified columns. Their 
counterparts all over the land seem 
to do the same thing every day 
without causing trouble at all. 
But since Etanin's taken them •
over, they've become sullen and 
uneo-operative to say the least. 
Harold refuses to remember 
anything and takes far .too long. 
As a result, our over-worked 
typesetters, Elreen Too.vey and 
Maxine Mean have been hand- 
setting the entire paper every 
day for nearly two weeks. Harold 
still drops .out crucial line and 
~hrases out of a sentence with 
emoralizing regularity. 
Proofreading such copy is futile. 
We'd never get the paper out. 
So far, efforts to fix the 
recalcitr0nt machines have proved 
just as futile, but we're working on 
it. 
Somewhere, in amongst those 
blinking lights, coils of wire and tiny 
snips of micro circuitry lurks the 
spirit of Etaoin Shrdlu and we'll find 
him sooner or later. 
In the meantime, bear with us. At 
least he copy isn't coming out in 72- 
point. 
problem yet. 
Like any ephemeral character, 
Etaoin moves in strange and 
mysterious ways, bunging up the 
works with sometimes spectacular 
results. I first met Etaoin in the fall 
of 1973 while I was working at the 
Ottawa Citizen. 
That paper was the first in North 
America to convert from hot metal 
to cold type production and they did 
it whole hog, with a new building 
housing a new offset press and a 
newsroom cluttered with a 
magnificent array of electronic 
goodies for ediUng and typesetting. 
They mought they had Etaoin 
licked. They sure had a lot to learn. 
Etaoin, who's been around since 
the monks started copying out the 
scriptures, lost no time in adapting 
to his new surrondlngs. For weeks, 
hardly a day went by when the 
system didn't "crash" just before. 
deadline and great yards of news 
stories, converted to electronic 
~eaks and moans, were lost forever 
the labyrinth pathways of the 
computer's memory. Snatches of 
these stories, like ghostly echoes 
from the void, would reappear days 
later in the middle of an entirely 
unrelated story. It made for some 
interesting, though mysterious, 
reading. 
Etaoin's high point came one night 
after the staff though he'd tired of 
the new electronic game. A desk 
editor had finished building down 
one of my over-written business 
page features, this one on the future 
/ ,  
Renu Bolton'a cedar rope has been acroes the country for 
Jade and wood curving plus weaving using Tsimslan and 
8allsh methods. Above Marco Boulinnn~ won first prize 
for the most unusual pet s rooster named Rufus. 
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This apple doll family was created by Emma Loveless 
who was awarded first in the division. 
Rider and mount take to the air in one of the Saddle 
Club's gymkhuna events. 
Too fat? Too 
thin? Too tired? 
Too often? Do 
somethin9 for 
somebody... 
Your body! 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
PaRrlCIPGCIlOI'I~© 
These pigeons seemed to think the whole livestock show at Lions Park a 
rather boring affair. 
LETS 60 BOWLINE 
~ e  Lanes Open For The Coming Season 
Sat. Aug. 27, 1977. , . 
REGISTER YOUR TEAM NOW 
LEAGUE BOWLING STARTS 7 '; pnl, TUE, SEPT, 6th 
LEAGUES, 
MON. MIXED 
MON. MkNS' 
TUES. MIXED 
WED, LADIES 
THUR. MIXED 
FRI. MIXED 
Individuals Welcome 
to Register. 
O0FFEE LEAGUES 
TUES. 9:30 a.m. 
WED. 1 p.m. 
FRI. OR MON. 9:30 a.m. 
V.B,0, 
THUR. (JUNIOR) 
' SAT. (BATAMS) 
SUN. (SENIOR & MAJORS) 
GOLDEN AGE MON. 
1:15 p.m. 
TERRACE BOWLING LANES 
MARG OR DOU6 PHONE 635-5911 
d~ 
i 
r | r  
PREMIU IBRR 
B.C. STYI,B 
." ~ 
~4 
.o  , - ,  
.4  
A UNIQUE ~' =! 
EXPERIENCE ~ 
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= . . . . .  Sta  ps ped i  m s tom n .. 
GOLRDON & 
" football L / N K  ANDERSON....=  uil,  Labor  Day . ~-- -~ By JOE DARY Cutler booting field goals Quarterback Matthew Reed 
~.~GARY (CP) - Ed- from 19 and 30 yards and and running back Lou '. 
'" ~ton Eskimos overcame adding a single off a missed Harris each had 13 yards. "~ ~'~n 
~ : . ? - ~  first-quarter deficit placement attempt from 35 Linehacker-receiver John yo  JJ 
=~zu~d~i went on to defeat in a 7-7 deadlock at half Palazetti caught wo passes 
~!%'~e~i]'gary Stampeders 22-8 in time. for 41 yards for Calgary HARDWARE ~TORES 
~:. : .~ul l  Western Football From then on the Eskimos while Tom Forzani had . 
':~:.~erence game Monday. continued to increase their three receptions for 37 _L: I '  1,  . -~  • ,, i THE 
~--=~e win before a big margin while holding yards. 
Lab°r Day crowd of 26'888 Calgary to °ne p°int in the Calagry defensive back ' V O  
bossted Eskimos into a tie third quarter. Wayne Allison was injured To 
for second place with Strickland's touchdown latein the second quarter on 
Saskatchewan Roughriders followed another wide field a freak accident as he stood 
who beat 'Winnipeg Blue goal attemptby Cutler, this by the Calgary players' 
Bombers 26-18 at Regina one from 45 yards, thatwent bench. It was believed he 
Monday. for a single point, tore his Achilles tendon ALL  LISTINGS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
,, . . . .  when he was struck hy Reed 
" ~ and Edmonton middle or t  s i linebacker DanKepley'On that play Reed had day , . .o  . '  .c.§P'm' t0 .  = .,. ight been forced out of bounds by Tues September s midn 
Kepley and the two collided 
by the players' bench, ~ ~ . - . - - ~ ~ . i = ~ i ,  " 
.. forcing Allison received 
i from Toronto Argonauts in a 4 BCTV 
trade for Rudy Linterman : ~ (NBC). ~]~ (CBC) (CTV) AF into the bench. ' , (PBS) I (CBS) 
. . . .  Eskimos also were hit by , CFL Football  Emergency Mister i t'sA DeaIMake 
~J  i~  News 
News 
/~;~ News 
News U:~ News 
News 
- ' :  :: The Stampeders, who now 
• .:have a 1-7 record, scored the 
• -:fh'st time they got their 
==hands on the football when 
The Eskimos marched 75 
yards in five plays, a drive 
capped by Wilkinson's 
strike to Strickland eep in 
the Calgary zone. 
Strickland outraced Calgary 
defenders to put the 
Eskimos into the lead for 
good. 
Cutler then added field 
goals of 19 and 54 yards and 
Calgary was unable to move 
the ball with any confider/ce 
to make a contest of it. 
Running back Jim Ger- 
many was Edmonton's 
leading rusher with 71 yards 
on 19 carries. Larry 
Washington contributed 41 
yards on 13 carries for the 
winners. 
Strickland led the 
receiver with .70 yards off 
two receptions. Wilkinson 
was good on 14 of 21 pass 
attempts for 198 yards. 
Burden was Calgary's 
leading rusher with 51 yards 
on 13 carries. 
Ninth loss 
for Blue Jays 
:,Willie Burden plunged over 
from the oneyard line. 
Dave Cutler accounted for 
:: '..16: :gf Edmont's points by 
:booting four field goals, 
::.thi'L=e singles and one con- 
. • #e~t. 
:-..Mike Strickiand combined 
: :with Edmonton quarterback 
:.:Torn Wilkinson for a 35 yard 
,.pass and run touchdown i
: : : the: ' th i rd  quarter. 
Edmonton's win snapped 
a two-game losing streak. 
Calgary's opening touch- 
down came after the 
Stampeders had returned an 
Edmonton punt and mar- 
-~i=:yards in seven plays. 
~_From then on the Stam- 
peders were unable to 
; m~ter much of an offensive 
• ~u'dst. 
In the second quarter, the 
:..Eskimos rebounded with 
. . :~- -  . 
: . . : , ,  .~. 
- -;;.-.-: 
lead off the e ig~ inning, 
singled. 
Rice hit his 35th home run 
of the season i  the fifth with 
Rick Burieson and Carl 
Fisk doubled home two runs 
in the seventh. 
Jeff Byrd, 2-9, took the 
loss. 
injuries. They lost Peter 
Ribbins, a pass-catching 
end cut by Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers, with a dislocated 
shoulder in the Third 
quarter. Offehsive quard 
Herb Robbins, a first-year 
import, was shaken up in the 
same quarter and again in 
the fourth. 
HEATS YOUR HOME 
ECONOMICALLY 
Thermostatically control- 
led downdraft system 
prov ides  economical  I F~ '~I I I  
heat for large or small L~l ~- I I I IB  
homes, Yef you get all ~n l  I~1! 
the convenience and I IE~. .~ 
I comfort  of automatic ~,~',',J;~31 
WOOD HEATERS 
• Sizes to heat up to 6 rooms 
• Burns •11 kinds of wood 
• Only requires wood eVery 12 hours 
• Save• on fuel. No Fume• or Smoke 
Wrffe for Free Fnldet 
BL/~ZE 
i 
I ndust r ies  
of Canada, Ltd. 
50 Electronic Avenue 
Port Moody, B,C. 
Tonlght 
~ Name That 
Tune,~ 
"The Hindenburg 
George C. Scoff 
Anne Bancroft 
O ::~ Cony Burgess Meredith 
@ :~ Cony 
Cent' I n ConY" Cony 
£ U  :~ Cony 
Cony 
News 
News 
£ £ ~:~ Tonight 
Show 
121 1 Show Tonight  
Toronto Emergency Rogers 
Argonauts Emergency Eledrlc 
meet Emer~lency Company 
Monh'eal News Zoom 
Alouefles News Zoom 
at News Big Blue 
Olympic Stadium News Marble 
In Bobby Vlnton MacNeil. 
Montreal Show Lehrer 
Cony Hawaii Nine's 
Cony Flve.O Journal 
~ ~ mlsmlmalnmmmmm 
Hourglass Hawaii • Upstairs, 
Hourglass Flve-O Downstairs 
Hourglass Cony 
Hourglass Cen¥ 
Welcome Back . Behind Closed , 5omethlng •
Kotter Doors Personal 
New Faces, Con1' Monty 
New Sds. Cont' Python 
~ ~ mmmummmumnm 
Llffle House Cent' Docu. 
On Prairie Cent' Showcase 
Liflle House Cont' Cen¥ 
On Prairie Cont' Cony 
~ ~ smmsmmmm 
The National CTV News Latlno 
Night News Consortium 
Final Hour 
Hollywood Final 
Thirties The Late Show 
Cony "Lady Ice" 
Cony Donald 
Cony Sutherland 
• Wednesday, September 7 
Fortune" 
It's Anybody's 
Guess 
Shoot For 
The Stars 
Chics And 
The Man 
. /  _.( ~1 ) ~.OO,,,. "-15:30 
k :45 
| :OO 
:15 
:30 
l l l :45 
Squares 
Days of 
145 Our Lives 
i 
II :00 Days of 
: 15 Our Lives 
:30 The Doctors 
I :45 The Doctors 
2 :~ An°the' : 15 World 
! Another 
. World 
: 15 "That's My BOy" 
:~  Dean Martin 
POSITION OPEN .. ~11 : Jerry Lewis 
' A iO0 Polly Bergen 
: 15 Cent' 
Cony FBDB.has an immediate opening for the position ~ :~: y 
of Credit Officer at the Terrace Branch to in- 
te rv iew loan appl icants ,  eva luate  c red i t  . . . . . . .  
Friendly., Giant 
Mon Aml 
NV. Dressup 
~'.  Dressup 
.Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
~Street 
Bob McLean 
Show 
Cony 
CBC News 
~d 
Kingdom 
Death Valley 
")ays 
1 
Ryan's 
Hope 
Edge 
Of Night 
sl 
Take 
Thirty ' 
Celebrity 
Cooks 
It's Your 
Choice 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Jean Cannem ' 
Show 
• Definition 
Definition 
First 
Impressions 
Hot 
Hands 
Noon 
News 
Movie Matinee: 
"Broken Lance" 
Rlckerd Widmark 
Spencer Tracy 
Robert Wagner 
Cont' 
Cony 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
Another ~ 
World 
== 
Another 
World 
The Lucy 
Show 
~same, 
~r~t  
Se~me 
• ~r~ 
Late Movie: 
"Call Of 
the Wild" 
Clark Gable 
Cont' 
C~nt' 
IDE 
10 a.m. to 5, p.m. 
C Price Is 
Rlbht. . .  
Love of Life 
Midday News 
Young & 
The Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Eyewitness ~
News 
As The 
World Turns 
As The. 
World Turns 
Guiding 
Light 
All In 
The Family 
Match, 
Game 
Dinahl 
Dinah i
Dlnahl 
Dlnahl 
•-.ToRoNTo~cP-Jim Rice: 
-hit a three-run homer and 
:..Carlton Fisk knocked in 
three runs with a double and 
triple to back the three-hit 
_p i ing  of rookie Don Aase 
a~ B~ton Red Sox blanked 
= Toronto Blue Jays 8-0 in the 
first game of an American 
:.. League baseball double 
header Monday. 
:: The loss was the Blue 
~. Jays' ninth in a row. 
Aase, 4-1, allowed a 
Esecond-inning triple by Ron 
~Failry, a bloop single by 
:~'Steve Stagges in the sixth 
~and a single by AI Woods in 
-' the ninth. The Boston rookie 
~:struck out four and walked 
='two; 
=: Fisk triples home a run in 
"~:the second and scored when 
-~ Butch Hobson, who hit his 
E:2~th omer of the season to 
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  proposals and administer accounts. Background ockey experience and.or education in finance, com- 
merce, banking or lending desirable. This is a 
il permanent position with excellent staff benefits. meeting The work is challenging and varied, with op- THE ORIGINAL 
FEATURING pertunity for advancement. J l Jmdr~dJm [ ]  re,r--m= SLOW ELECTIt lC  
i tonight ilSKEillil"RoUlllllil STONEWARE COOKER 
';': Please replybylelterowhichwillbetreated in ~ --shwlmst m r u , n k ~  
"~'A:n organ izat iona l  confidence, including a personal resume to; ~4 A "'~, ~'~.., ~! i:i''' ' ; ; , . ,  ~ l i J~  9B 
:~--meoting will be held for the STUN RE ,:, i~ z :~ i  
=-Tb'r~ace Re& Hockey Club 
~urganize a new executive LIFTS CIJT ;: ~ ,=. - ~!!;~,-'~ OqO,  
=tonight a t8  p.m. in the M. Kartasheff, Manager, * - niJnt 1 " ;~  :~~ '=~ :'~'I ?)~ :,i i~"i~ ~1 
~senior citizens room at the Federal Business Development Bank,. :.:.., .~ ...... ;,:, . ~ :~. :~,~ ~ :~ . ..~" 
 onvo The meeting will be held 4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
~;:.to form a new executive so Terrace, B.C. ' table service i " ." ;iii 
~the club can enter the V8GIP8  , t ' , '~ ,  ' * '~ . .~~'" '~" i " i i " : ' i~ : "~ II~ ~!:.''~lL e~:~~J~; ,,, :~,,,~, 
~aei f i c  Northwest Hockey • Fast, easy Cleaning , . . . r . ,  m ~ P ~ 4  ~'~ ~=-~= ,'= " 
POSITION OPEN . . . .  " " "  
The Terrace Daily Herald hb, an opening ~ C ( ~ ( ~  ~' '~0 ' "  ' - - " - ~ ' ' - - ' ' ~  
GO RDON & ANDERSON 
635-6574, LTD. 
Store Hours: Tues to Sat. 9a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
4606 LAZELLE AVE 
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
for a circulation clerk. 
Applicants should have complete knowledge of Terrace 
and area. This is a full time salary position. 
Applicants should be neat in appearance, be able to 
meet the publicand capable of managing own time. 
Your own transportation is necessary. 
Full range of company benefits available. 
Experience would be beneficial but not mandatory. 
CONTACT: 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
4630 LAZELLE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
• . . . . :  . • . 
LOOKING 
' FOR A J( 
LOOKING 
FOR 
19. Help Wanted 
~The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street POSITION VACANT . Chllo 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. Care Worker, for Intermediate 
Phone 635.~187. Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. _Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mail In Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
er year. 
early by mall uutside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by tho Post Office Department; 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classlned ads. 
I. Coming Events • 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each• 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For part. 
nershlp or Information phone 
635.7356. (CTF) 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thernhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m: 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhill. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at e p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (,.-'If) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
every Tuesday night at 8' 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For' 
more intormatlon phone 63S- 
2847 or 635-3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman inn. For 
further ntormatlon phone 63S. 
3442. 
N~*tirm -Tel;race B.P.O.E. 
m~3 ~odge). First and ThircJ 
i. rh~rsday of month. O.O.R.P~ 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) ; 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Terrace .Contract Bridge Club 
will begin bl.weskly play the 
first Thursday In October at the 
Sandman.. There will be 
boglnnlng, Intermediate and 
advanced divisions. All those 
Interested In playing phone 638- 
1304 or 635-2130. (C-1,2,3,4,5) 
14: Business Personal 
E.W. Landscaping 
BOX 454, Terrace, B.C. 
Specializing In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Care- Insect & Erosion Control, 
Fencing & Contruct Blasting 
6354~93 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(c.20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
!9. HelD Wanted 
General officehelp required for 
small office. Reasonable typing 
speed essential. Reply to Eox 
1162 the Dally Herald, stating 
experience and salary ex- 
pected. (ctf) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
IIcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager 
Terrace Taxi . 635.2242. (ctf) 
Helpwanted: LIBRARY AIDE 
required for Copper MountAin 
Elementary School. Dutlea to 
commence 1 Sept. 77; 4 hours 
~r  day. For appointment call 
Mr. B. Phillips, phone 635.7760 
or 635-3034. (p-2,3) 
"' p"URNITURE SPECIAL 
By night a bed sofa and chair 
tram - S299.98. 
5 Piece kitchen suite • $99.95. 
Single dressers from • $99.95. 
)9" Mattress or box spring from 
. $59 .95 .  , 
Fred S Furniture Ltd. 
4434 Lakelse Avs. 
(cff) Second Floor 
Bad Confession 
As the boat was sinking 
fast, the captain asked if any 
of the passengers knew how 
to pray. "I do," shouted 
back one of the passengers. 
';Well, get started." replied 
the captain "we're one shy 
on life belts." 
School Commencing September 
7 (approximate). 
JOB DESCRIPTION. Working 
In a special education program 
Involving a teacher, ap. 
proximately 10 students and the 
child.care worker. 
Students range from ten to 
fourteen years, male end 
female, muse are behaviorally 
d!sturbed and disruptive In a 
regular classroom. 
Counsolllng of students, as 
well as regular contact with 
parents, intonslvei one-to-one 
ralatlonahlp with child outside 
the classroom sltuotlen and 
seftlog up programs for the 
child as reinforcement for good 
behavlour Inside the classroom. 
Program Involves activities 
outside the classroom. 
QUALF iCATIONS - Applicants 
should I~m a vehicle. 
Should possess a great deal of 
persistence, patience, and have 
a high frustration level. 
HOURS OF WORK. 35 hour- 
week, possibly some weekend 
work. 
Aftomcon and evening work 
primarily. 
Applications available or 
send resume to: 
CommUnity Resources 
4602-D Park Avenue 
Terrace, E.C. 
VOG IVS 
(c.16-4) 
SCHOOL DISTRIC'r M 
(TERRACE) 
Teacher's aid for protecte~ 
kindergarten class (A.M.) at 
E.T. Kimney 1 Primary 
School. This Is a small class for 
multiple handicapped children. 
Experience working with 
:hlldren essential. This pusltlon 
~ffer.s work for four (4) hours 
=er day. 
For furthern Information cal 
635-4931 or pick up appllcatlm 
~orms at 3211 Kenney. (c- 
Z,3,4,5,6) 
(Per~nnel-Payroll) .
" TERRACE 
$961 - S!,053 
The Provlnclal MInlofry of 
• Human Re~rces,requlres a 
person at Skesnevlew k~ga to 
gather and compile Information 
for both payroll and staff 
utilization purposes; to assist 
with payroll as necessary, and 
answer enquiries requiring 
knowledge of regulations, 
statutes, collective agreements 
etc. Preferably Secondary 
School Graduation, more 
preferably certification In 
bookl~eeplng or accounting; 
three years' related experience. 
"Isolation Allowance of $49.50 
month Is ale0 pa!d. 
Canadian citizens are given 
wetoren.ea. '
Obtain applications from the 
Government. Agent, 4506 
Lakelm:Avenue, Terrace VSG 
IPS, end return to the Public 
Service Commission, 1488 
Fourth Avenue, PRINCE 
GEORGE V2L 4Y2 IM. 
ME D IATE LY.  COM. 
PETITION NO. 77:125iA. (c-3) 
DEPUTYSHERIFF 
(Male.Female) 
TERRACE 
$1,261 -$1,454 
The Provincial Ministry of the 
Attorney-General urgently 
requires a person to supervise 
staff and carry out established 
pallcy related to sacurity of 
Courts, at all levels; to •take 
custody of accused person in 
court, perform escort duties, 
handle•Mrvlce of civil process, 
selzurea and evlctlone and to 
have the care and control of 
lurles; to maintain records and 
statlstlce. Two years' ex. 
parlance as Deputy sheriff, or 
equivalent, Including super. 
visory experience; good 
knowledge of Court procedure, 
statutes i. (Provincial- Federal). 
$49.50 Isolation Allowance Is 
paid. ! 
Canadian citizens are given 
preference. 
Obtain applications from the 
Publk: Service Commission, 
1486 Fourth Ave., Prince 
George V2L 4Y2 or, the 
Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace V0G 1PS 
end return to. PRINCE 
GEORGE by September. 14, 
1977.' COMPETITION NO. 
77:1396A (c-3) ' 
Wanted: Mature babysitter In 
Parkslda School area for 2 
children: ages 6 mus. and S 
• years. Hours: 9a.m.- 1:30p.m. 
for baby. 11-300.m.- 1:30p.m. 
for 5 year old boy !78 per, day. 
Phone 638,1520 affernonns. (P" 
3,4,5,6) 
t 
24. Situations Wanted 
Will babysit in my own home. 
Your hours, any age. Hanson 
St. In Terrace. Playroom, large 
garden, references. Phone 635. 
5771. (C-2,3) 
33. For  Sale-  Misc. 
For Sale: 1 seat for a van. 
Never been used with seat belts. 
1 car rack. Phone 635.2909 
before Sept. 3 and 633.2442 after 
Sept. 3 (p.22,1,2,3,4,) 
ForSale: Washer, 
drye~ and stove. 1 year old. 
Excellent condition. Phone 635- 
5771. (C-2,3) 
A near new 30" electric stove 
Harvest gold $180.00. Phone 
635-3438 (c-2,3) 
38 Wanted - M isc .  
Responsible and honest y()ung 
person to share expenses of 
three bedroom apt. Must have 
references. Phone 638.1250. (p. 
3,4,5) 
39. Boats & Engines 
22' Relnell Cabin cruiser sleeps 
six. With tandum trailer, ex. 
cellent condition. Loaded with 
extras boat house kept. Full 
price $13,500 or nearest offer. 
Phone 635.2083 after 6 p.m. (p- 
22,1,2,3,4) 
For Sale: 16' steel hull river 
boat with 40 h.p. let drive 
Johnson andtraller. Phonq 632- 
3605 (p.22,1,2,3,4) 
43. Rooms for Rent 
q I 
I Olinton Manor 
• iFurnished or unfurnished studio| 
I or 1 bedroom apartments. |
Isacurlty enterphone. Sauna~ 
I 6384~61 I 
I ,638.1032 | 
Room for rent with kitchen and 
living room facilities on the 
" bench! 635.~71,. (.eft) . ' 
47. Homes for Rent 
3 bedroom house with frldge 
,and stove, wall to wall car- 
petlng. Close to town and 
.ichool. Phone 635.5485 (IO-3) 
For Rent: Three bedroom 
home with fireplsce. Heat and 
light Included. Phone 638.1929 
or 635.4322 (p.1,2,3,4,5) 
2bedroom house for rent: With 
fridga and stove. For full In. 
formation call 635.4697 (p.3) 
48. Suites for Rent 
| l  I 
' CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
49,31 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New I, 2 and 3 bedroom sultes 
for rent. Frldge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna .and pool table, wlth 
securlty enterphone ~nd 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(cff)  , , ,  
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One 
two and three bedroom apart 
ments. Laundry & Storage 
area• Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
paclous, security lock.up and 
,~trol. 
63'5-5224 
ctf) 
..... hILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue, 
Sleeplng rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers 
only. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
49. Homes for Sale 
FOR SALE , 
Premium constructed . 
bedroom home On the bench. 
Finished basement with prlvat~ 
mtrance contslnlng 2 additional 
bedrooms or. self containing 
ronvenua suite. 
Priced to sell st $~9,500. 635. 
3944 for sppolntment o view. 
~.)  
~RIVATE SALE ON BENCH: 
year old 3 bedroom, full 
basement, carport, wall to wall 
carpet, beautiful quiet setting 
on Dairy Ave. 10 percent Royal 
Bank Loan with S5,000 B.C. 2nd. 
Call after 5 p.m. 638.1472 (p- 
1,2,3) 
... *. :..,~ ';. ' 
I 
B 
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"49. Homes for Sale ........ 
' . ,  ' ,  . . 
Must Secrlflceil Comfortable 4. . . .  
bedroom house on nicely .land- " 
scaped lot. Includes trldge- 
freeze, stove, new washer and. 
dryer.. Close to school. For 
appointment to view phone 632- ? 
6450 collect or view at 45 ~lffern 
Street. KItlmat, B.C. (p-2,3) 
Sale: By Ownar. We,| 
nlshed 3 bedroom home,| 
Ireplace, ensuIte plumbing,| 
Ily carpeted and fully land. i
?pad. 635-7~7 (c-3,4,5,6)|  
REGINA 26, WINNIPEG18 
Last-quarter action 
defeats Bombers 
REGINA CP-  
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
and Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
waited until the fourth 
52. Wanted to Rent . , quarter before opening up 
Wanted to Rent: In Terrace their Western Football 
area 11 . 2 bedroom house. Confereuce match which the 
Secluded yet accessible. Riders won 26-18 before a 
Reliable couple, ten Crawford Labor Day crowd. 
635-6511 (NorthwestCollege)'(p. ' Itwas standing room only 
3) . ,  !i :~],., ii : as 22,616 fans filled Taylor 
• park's largest-ever turnout. 
55. ~ ~ $ a i e  Field-just16 fewer than the 
Sale: s a~u wl$ House Gaining into the final 
and outlmIldlngs. Near town. quarter, Saskatchewan led 
Power and well. ~II &IS-7~4 13-11, but forged ahead with 
a field goal and a touch- 
after 6 p .m.  (p.3,,1~,~,7) down. Winnipeg relruned •
57. Automobiles with a touchdown minutes 
later to make the score 23- 
1974 Ford Fz~0 pickup, radlo, 18, but quarterback Ran 
P.B., P.S., camper epKlah duel Laneeister marched his 
befferlas and dual tanks Phone team tn six plays from the 
&~.~m. (c.2,1) • • Saskarcbewan 28 to enable 
For Sale. 1972 F ~-,~ ",,, ~,'~,, .-punter Bob Macoritti to kick 
• v* .~ qn-~,  ~ t ~ ,  • O th  • With radial tires, built.In radio...8. 25-yard field.goal f r e 
te . nnm score ot me game• pe deck. Best reasonable - . . . . . . . . . . .  
offer. Phone 635.4.%1 after 6" i ]. WU~...peg tJu'ea[enea up To 
p.m. and ask for Cal (ctf)" me f inal  • seconas out 
. . . .  Saskatehewan's Bill Baker 
tar Sale: 1971 Dodge Polare,. 011 put anend to i t  by duum- 
two dr. hard top 360 AT P.S., p~ Bember quarterbaek 
P.B., $1,100Call 635-49Mallei'4 Ralph Brock on the Sask- 
• p.m. (p-2,3,45 ' • ehewan 20 as he was poised 
.... .--- ..... to deliver to several scat- 
1970. Ford Custom, Four~ door tared receivers in the Rider 
sedan, 302. cubic Inch, end zone. 
automatic. S~0 or best offer. Macoritti kicked four field 
Phone 63~.~s or .~L_,_~~e (ct f )goals  including the one that 
_ . -----_..  - .  _ pat the game out of reach. 
i ransmrs. ~ams. :~alee iax. The others were from 44, 38 
See Wlghfman & Smith . ,ha ~1 ~n~.d~ .Trmv w~it,~r~ 
AUTOPLAN agent.- 4611 " " -  ":~'~-'~'" - . " "  " " :~  - 
Lakelsa Ave. Terrace Open .oaugl1$.a :z~YarO pass.tram. 
Saturday. ~ "(ctt) " . Lancaster and Molly McGee an   
ran 39 yards to provide the 
winners with their two 
touchdowns. Maeoritti 
converted both. 
Winnipeg got touchdowns 
on a 71-yard run by Richard 
Crump and a O-yard pass to 
Rick Koswin from Brock. 
Bernie Ruoff converted both 
and added a 37-yard field 
goal and a single on a 
missed field goal from 32 
yards. 
The win moved 
Saskatchewan i to second 
place in the WFC along with 
Edmonton Eskimos who 
won at Calgary 22-8 Mon- 
day. They trait British 
Columbia Lions by two 
points. Before the Labor 
Day action, Winnipeg , 
Saskatchewan and Ed- 
bad been tied for second. 
Saskatchewan lost the 
services of rookie running 
hack fred Williams in the 
opening quarter with an 
'L, jured leg. Williams, who 
accounted for two touch" 
downs in Saskatchewan's 
1970 Sunbeam Arrow, =4 dr. 
sedan 42,000 miles. Best offer. 
Phone 635.7558 betweeh S:00. 
7:00 p.m. (c-3,4,5,6) ' . . 
For Sale: 197,4". (~?"~V~'a 
Good condition.. Phone 635-3069 
after 5 p.m. (p..3) 
1976 Corvette, 350 cu. in. 
automatic, 4,000 miles, radioT. 
AS, B & M Shift kit Hurst 
shifter, Halley and much more, 
Immaculate, $9,S00 firm. 635. 
9510 after 5 p.m. (p.3,4,5,6,7) 
THE cITYOF PRINCE 
RUPERT * ' . .• 
HAS FOR SALE 
Item 1- 1972 Chevi01et wlndew 
van, 6 Cyl, ser No.  CJ5 
152U174875 
Item 2. 1969 DadgaVen ear NO. 
238 6908, 6 Cyl. 
Item 3 - 1973 Chevrolet ~ ton 
Crew Cab Pickup, Ber No. CY 
343S163868 
Item 4 - 1968 GMC Ca b end 
Chassis, 6 Cyl Motor Sar No. C~S 
538 1101~ 
Item 5- 1963 GMC Tilt Cab, Cab 
and Chassis, 3T 966.0MSO~IF 
ve Motor 
CONDITIONS FOR SALE 
1)" *As Is, where li. 
2) A certified cheque for 10 
percent of the amount offered, 
must be enclosed . . . .  • 
3) The highest orany offer not 
necessarily accepted. 
4) Offers addressed to the un- 
derslgned must be submitted In 
• a sealed envelope and clearly 
marked, OFFER ,RE 
EQUI  PMENT FOR SALE*' will 
be received up to 3:00 p.m. local 
time, Wednesday, Septomber 
21, 19T/. 
Equipment may be vl!wed at 
the City Stores, Wantage Rned, 
between e a.m. t i l l 4  p,m. 
Monday to Friday. 
G.H. Andersen, 
Purchasing Agent, 
City of Prince Rupert, 
424 West 3rd Avenue,' .  
Prlnce Rupert, B.C. 
veJ 1L7 .. '~ 
(C-6,11) ' • '" 
L , 
58. Mobile Homes ~' 
For Sale: 1971 Sateway 12X~0 
mobile home. Fully .skirted. 
Located at Pine Trailer Park.'. 
Phone 632.~608 (p-~2:1~2,3,4). , 
.L 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For Sale: 20' mini motorhome 
1976 model as new $16,000 or  
offers. Phone ~qJ.9~._l (p. 
2,3,4,5,6) : ' "  / " 
victory' last week over 
had to be carried from the 
field on a stretcher. 
The Riders' first-quarter 
field goal was set up when 
defensive lineman Tim Roth 
recovered, at the Winnipeg 
20 a punt return fumbled by 
Brain Herosian. Less than a 
minute later, Winnipeg" got 
its first touchdown when 
Crump swept around the left 
side o f  the Hne and ran 
straight downfield to pay 
dirt. 
As the second quarter 
opened, Lancaster was in 
excellent field position on 
the Winnipeg 20, havin 
marched from his own 26 in 
11 plays. A holding penalty 
and an incomplete pass to 
Tom Campana forced the 
Riders to settle for a field 
goal by Macoritti. 
Brock came right back on 
11 plays to put Bombers on 
the Saskatchewan three- 
yard line but thed drive 
ended there on a thrd-down 
mble as  middle 
backer Cleveland Vann 
sacked Brock as he tried to 
make a first down. 
However, Saskatchewan 
never recovered from the 
poor field podit ion and 
Winnipeg was able to score 
10-6. The Bombers didn't 
keep the load, long as less 
thatn two minutes later 
.'. :-.; 
TWO HOMERS 
Lancaster fir( ! 1O yards!to 
Waiters in the end zone..- 
° 
Saskatchew n gain~ 116 
yards along the g~.ound 
while Winnil~ ; rusbed.for 
146. McG~ netted :117 
rushing for Riders:.~md 
Crump scape ~ 78:ydrds 
for Bombers. ::.: ~.: 
. o  
Steve Mazu tk conght: 10. 
passes for 135 Cards for:.the 
winners and Tem.~oott  
nabbed the s .me n~ber  
for 115 yards )r Wim~g.  
Saskatch~ ~van =~as  
hr.avily peoaliz~, Iosi~g !07 
yards on nine infractions. 
Winnipeg drew 60 yal;ds-on 
six penalties. =: 
. . . . .  : ' :  
.... !'~ 
Expos edge loser Mats 
NEW" YORK /~P-Tony 
Perez and Ellis Valentine 
homered as Montreal Expos 
defeated New York Mets 4-3 
Monday and/sent  Je r ry  
Koosman, a 21-game winner 
last year, to his 18th loss of 
the 1977 National League 
baseball season. 
Perez opened the fourth 
inning with his 16th homer 
and the Expos added another 
run in ~ inning.off asingle 
by Gary Cater and i.~f-ry 
Parrish's double. 
Koosman,8-18, walked 
Perez to start the sixth and 
Valentine hit his 21st home 
tun-his first since Aug. 8-to 
make it 4-0. 
The Meta cut the lead in 
half in the sixth against 
Montreal starter Wayne 
Twitchell, 4-10, who had 
permitted just one scratch 
infield hit over the first five 
innings, when Lenny Randle 
got and infield hit with two 
out and Lee Mazzelli 
homered his fourth. 
New Nork scored its f inal 
run in the seventh on a walk, 
wild pitch, infield out and 
Leo Foster's infield hit. 
Following Mazzilli's 
homer,, Bruce Boi8clair 
singled and Steve Hen- 
derson doubled to chase 
Twitchell. Will McEuaney 
relieved and retired pinch 
,hitter Mike Vail on a first- 
jpitch fly ball 
WANTED i 
Ambitous boys or girls to do carrier 
routes.  
" Good experience and earnings for the 
r ight  persons. 
Phone Mr. Loiselb 635.6357 
The Terrace Daily Herald 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
1 
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only.. 3 -75  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
However,  McEnaney 
walked Ran Hedges to start 
the seventh and was replace 
by Don Stanhouse. After a 
forceout, Stanheuse wild- 
pitched Joel Yoangblood to 
second. He .advanced to 
third on an infield out and 
scored on Foster's ingle to 
deep short. 
first and went on to r~d 
his sixth save i "~:' 
He survived, scare ~ the 
ninth when sec~,nd baseman 
Dave Cash dro;ped Fostcr's 
pop fly with two out and 
Randle sing]:d up the 
middte. But wi ~ runners on 
first and secm l, Stanheuse 
retires Maz:elli on a 
grounder to el:4 the game. 
. Stanhouse then walked - Koosman str'~ck outseven 
Randle and Mazzelli to load in six innings best init!le 
the bases but retired National Lea :ue behind 
Boisclair on a bouneer to Atlanta's Phil Iiekro.=.::: 
CAREER ..... = L. , , :  
_ :!:: ~. ! 
OPPORTU] '] Y 
PRESS . . . .  
APPRF_ TIC,,  , 
The Terrace  Da i ly  Hera ld  req~,ires ~.~:: 
young enthusiast ic ,  re l iab le  pelson to 
Work towards  a future  in the p - in f lng :  
indust ry .  =:'! 
:~ . : - . -~ .  
. .:::,: 
Appl icants  should be mecha ~ically 
inc l ined and be w i l l ing  to , ccept  
respons ib i l i ty .  .~ 
CONTACT: 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENT :E I " "  
4630 LAZELLE " "  
TERRACE, B.C. 
. .  
Career 
'. ; ;  
Advertising es i l , 
The Ter race  Dal ly Herald requiL :s an := 
enthus iast ic ,  re l iab le  person to work  ..... 
towards a future in advertising ,ales. 
Applicants should be neat in appe~,'ance, 
havesel f  management  ab i l i t i es ,  enjoy 
meeting people and have the abi ity to 
generate new ideas. Sales expt:,-ience 
would be an asset. Your own transportation 
is necessary. Full line of company be:efits.  
Opportunity for Advancemenh 
CONTACT: 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
LAZELLE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
~' I , , 
I 
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i 
o 
The Wizard c)f I d 
Boner's 
the daily herald 
or,l THE LIGHTER SIDE 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
. . . . .  //. i i l  
( .-,~7~.,,.- I I', ,ill! 
by Addison 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FORTUESDAY,  SEPTEMBER 8, 19~ 
~s M. . .~  (~r. Ix to ~p~. 20) - -~  
A budnessJike, but also an 
understanding approach to all 
matters will be needed for best 
returns. Some frier/on pebble, 
but don't add fuel to the fire. 
T~uxus ~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21). 
Highly favorable Venus in- 
scoRPio 
(OcL 24 to Nov. 22) 
You are one ~ the few In a 
position to take strong and 
pro~'essiw aotlon now, but be 
careful not to make too many 
waves. A certain amount of 
dise.retion needed. 
s~rrrsx~us ~,~ 
By Abigail Van Buren 
• " 1971 by The Chicago Ttibune-N.Y News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY" I am writing to compain abodt all the 
rotten things that go on at our high school. 
First, somebody broke the faucet in the hall near study 
hall, and they don't know who did it, so they are just leav- 
ing it broken. Now, nobody can get a drink. 
Also, some kids have been smoking in the bathrooms, o 
now all the doors are removed from the individual toilet 
rooms, and there is no privacy for anybody! 
I don't hink that's fair, do you? Why should everyone 
have to suffer because of what a few kids do? 
BUGGED 
" DEAR BUGGED: It's not fair. But the authorities can't 
punish only the guilty because they don't know who they 
are, so they punish everyone, figuring the guilty ones will 
be punished by their peers--who KNOW who they are. 
DINAR ABBY: I called on some friends yesterday, and 
would you believe they still had their Christmas tree up? 
Naturally I couldn't very well ignore a fully decorated 
eight.foot Christmas tree standing in their living room. so 
fluences hould give you new (NOV. 23 to Dee. 21) I said, "My your tree is just as beautiful now as it was 
incentive, spar your ambitions, If you are not sure how to when you put it up last December! How long do you plan 
give yon surer appredation of m0ve in a certain situation, best on leaving it up'?" 
,~C the many benefits within your p~t o~ action for a while; yon The lady answered me with a straight face, "Oh, we 
reach, are not likely to be rescued haven't even thought about aking it down. We've grown 
-~ GEMINI ~ .  through luck. 1 ~  accustomedfalling.,, to it. And it's plastic, so the ueedles won't be 
(May 22 to June 21) CAPIKCORN Then I said, "It's quite unusual for people to have a 
Inbuthbusinesoandflnuncisi (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Christmas tree up in May. Perhaps you should call the 
matters, use 0ely time-tested A more or less routine day press and have them come out and take a picture of it." 
procedures. Don't attempt indicated, 10ut give some time She didn't even acknowledge my suggestion, and then 
anything risky. And DON'T try and thonght to a preJect you are her husband started to talk about something else. 
for the ~rcas0nable. pleun~g to launch In the near Now, Abby, I ask you. Does a Christmas tree in May 
B ~ CANCER ~ future. 1'he more planning and make any sense to you? Should I call the press? It might 
• (June 22 to July 23) preparation the ~tter. make an interesting news item. Or perhaps I should ring 
A now surge of energy should AQUARIUS . ~ up the state,institution a d ask them to send the men in 
• ~,J. by johnny hart =rry you far along the road to (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) white coats with their butterfly nets. 
, ~ce~ and recognition. But be SOme fumfly difficulties likely NAMELESS IN ARIZONA 
sure of yonr geab. Don't scatter 
[ - f  lip LI ~ t-..,<~,vll~rPiiN~ ~ ~ W/~AI" IN THe' I~ ;~L~ -''~ "r'~AT-~ Wd~'~ THE ~ ~ ~)gie~. --especially with In-laws. Tact DEAR NAMELESS: Don't call anybody. Dismantling a
[~Y'.~'rH~ AM~ ~--£::~A1" (~/¢::~. (July 24 to Aug. 23) J ~  be Instrumontsl In lessening their home, it's their right to leave it up until next Christ- 
i L ~A'~'~CAL" I/~ /'~'C:) ~ . )  I~ "['/~A'[" ~ alld patience on yollr part can Christmee tree is no small task, and since it's their tree and 
I ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  
' ~--- " ~ " ~ " -  reviewlf y°u tried and did nut beforetrying the PISCES X~ mas-whlch may be what they have in mind. 
same thIng ugain• A new (Feb. ~.0 to Mar. 20) 
method could t, rn the trick. A day in which you could be ~ ~ - z - ~  - -  
Don't become discouraged, error-prone, so give careful uperaung 
VIRGO II~ attention to details - -  espeda~y 
• ...= .mo, , . ,  , -  . Brownies Rec.,. e 
could prove profitable now but YOU BORN TODAY can, If 
~ - -  ~ /~ i / ~ '~, don't let your imagination run ~oubolsteryonrw.H-confldon~e Fr ied  0h icken  
out of bounds. The Virgoun has and curb a teadency toward 
Hagar the Horrible . lO , ,m._o , , ,  ~eIf.consdousnea., make. • ~ great co,td~tion to the we l l -  Franchise available i nby Dik Browne (sept. 24 to oct. 23) ..-'l.l'~ beingofn~mddnd--bothinyonr 
Do not pay much attention if immediats .~ 'd~ ~_  In .th~ TERRAOE . as~odates ~em difficult. Many wt~r; hrea~r ~nn~; YoUfat~ 
p persons are "edgy" now, so ~I problen~, large or mmdl, 
don't take mmeandy action withlogie, forthright action and 
personally, the eonrage to stand up in the 
face of opposition. A recently opened store on.going and esta'blished 
Doonesbury 
Z .~,4/0, '-- 
P/.F.A~//0~ 
~?  /~ 
11t 
TI" e An azing SPIDER-M,  N 
THE Cg¢~W~.. 
I ~ T t /~N~R roWAR~ THE 
~ Y"~'M ~TT IN~ OUT 
| WHATEV~ "~ OF H~R~ "o WHII.E 
I HE~ AFTER-- ~THER~'5 5TILL TIWI~, 
I[~ I;llPN'T THINK ~Y .,]1 
API:i~-AI~N C.~ WOULP, 
~AU~E ~IJCH A 
ROZlT! 
[~OT'TA ~ THEM 
I~FOR~ SOMEONE 
"- l ~ ,  # ~ ' -H~$ SWIN~;INH-- I~I, IM~IN$ 
WI'~-WHAT'G ] --~l~#NN/llf~. I /7OIN~ ALL. 
HE O01N~,~'~ Sog"r5 oF IMPO~51~LE 
by Garry Trudeau 
OH NO:  : i t  ~ z, vE ~,mTA O0 "~I 
i f ' 5  TURNING ,~] ,~?/ I~'HINH Bc-r-(~l~ ", 
INTO A J( 5~-~E'G C ~ !  
GTAMP'E~.~ 1 
~T"  THEIR H ~  TO THe E l f l l~!  
ATTENTION ~, ~ RUN-- ANt::) 
I ~ X YOU ANSWI.=R 
~'_~ #~.-'T/"~',~ "~ 
Required Immediate ly  
Newspaper distubutors for 
Thornhill & Terrace Area 
Job consists of de l iver ing  to car r ie rs .  
Permanent  par t . t ime employment .  
Posit ion su i tab le  for  semi . re t i red  persons.  
For further details eonlad 
The Publisher 
THE DULY HEIllLD 
3212 I~.LUM $111, 
TEIIMU 
* ~-W67 
I I 
.... WANTED 
• ,:~ ~ 
ARE YOU LOOKING 
FOR EXTRA MONEY.  
& A NIGHT JOB 
If you can play a musical instrument and sing, 
we have a lob for  you. 
We need all  the country & western singers and 
guitar  players we can get. 
If  you think you can do a tWO week single 
Please contact 
Bob at 638.1614 
Or phone 635.91S1 
for an appointment 
re: audition. 
in this community.  Excellent f inancing in place 
with a low down payment required. A rare op- 
portunity to aquire your own business. Contact: 
BROWNI ES FRANCHISES LTD., 
Vancouver. 
W. Noren, 255 6296 
Res. 298 8789 
~ r  as ndra Best, 635.6502 
I 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRYOF FORESTS 
NOTICE OF SALE OF CROWN T IMBER 
MI  D-COAST PROPOSAL 
• .There I lan annual harvest available of up to 290,000 cunits 
of timber. 
• .Tenders in a sealed and properly designated container for 
the purchase of Timber Sale Harvesting Licences to 
authorize harvesting of up to 160;000 cunits of timber each 
year from the Dean (Block !) Public Sustained Yield Unit for 
a 20 year period, of up to S0,000 cunlts of 
timber each year from the Rivers Inlet Public-Sustained 
Yield Unit for a 20 year period and of up to 50,000 cunits of 
timber each year from the Nootka Public Sustained Yield 
Unit for a five year period will be received by the Chief 
Forester In his office in Victoria, British Columbia, up till the 
hour of I! :00 a.m. on the 7th day of October, 1977. 
..Tender must Include e proposal to build a pulp mill and 
such ether manufacturing plant or plants considered 
necessary to utilize the timber in an area specified by the 
tenderer on a location to be approved by the local Regional 
District. Proposals can be made to use the entire volume of 
140,000 cunits from the Dean (Block 1) P:S.Y.U., of 80,000 
cunlts from the Rivers Inlet P.S Y.U. and of 50,000 cunita 
from the Nentka P.S.Y.U. or partsthore of provided that the 
above volumes for each P.S.Y.U. are not exceeded. Bids for 
less then the above volumes will be considered. Proposal 
must Include detailed data on financial feasibiliW etc. as 
required In the outline contained In the Particulars of Sale. 
The standard of utilization in the harvest will be at least all 
trees over seven (7) Inches in diameter at a point four and 
erie.half (4~) feet above the ground to four (4) Inch top 
diameter and the manufacturing plant must be capable of 
utilizing nil logo to a four (4) inch top diameter and must 
contain chipping facilities. 
.. ~lde submitted as offers to purchase the cuffing rights 
must be at least Sc per conlt or be in m ultiples of lc per cunits 
in addition to the above, based on the annual cut proposed for 
the contract multiplied by the number of years in the con- 
tract. Stumpageond royalty will bopayablealso based on an 
appraisal of Individual cuffing permits issued under 
authority of the licorice. The contract o be awarded as at- 
Mcbod to the Particulars of Sale will be a 20 year Timber Sale 
Harvesting Llcence end five year T.S.H.L. Cash or certified 
cheque in the full amount of the bid must be submitted with 
the tender. The bid submitted by the successful tenderer is 
non.refundable. Unsuccessful tenderers will be so notified 
and amounts accompanying such tenders will be returned. 
Theeale Is not sublect o Section 17(ls) of the Deportment of 
Forests Ac and there is no recognized applicant. 
.. Proposals must meet provincial requirements pertaining 
to environmental protection, and water, soil and timber 
management. Preference will be given to proposals offering 
the best combination of employment, social benefits, wood 
utilization and revenue. Pursuant o the Department of 
Forests Act the Minister may relect any or all offers made 
for the purchase of the cutting rights. 
.. Further particulars may be o~alned from the District 
Forester, Prince Rupert or from the District Forester, 
